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ABSTRACT
The Kalamazoo College Foreign Study Program has been

in operation since 1958 and continues to enroll 85% of its students
for one, two, or three quarters. The program offers a wide variety of
options in Europe, Latin America, and Africa. Administrative
arrangements and supervision of the programs are done by the two
directors of the program at Kalamazoo; local personnel are used
'abroad. Unlike many other programs, this one is endowed. This
endowment makes it affordable for the.college as well as for the
students. The impact of the program can be seen in the curricular and
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African Studies program has been established whose presentations and
programs attract a following both on and off campus. In addition to

_ _this program, a concentration in_international commerce has been
introduced, foreign language houses have been established, and a
faculty member has been appointed to coordiNate efforts to
internationalize the campus. In thi9future, the benefits for such
programs will not decrease, but the world economic siutation, the
cost of education abroad, poor language preparation of students, and
risihg enrollments in foreign universities will all affect language

programr-abroad. (AMB)
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The Kalamazoo College Foreign Study Program: The Present and the Future.

UlbE k FVGATE

Organized foreign study for Kalamazoo College undergraduates began in

1958 with the inauguration of non-credit summer academic programs in three

European centers, (Caen, France; Bonn, Germany; Madrid, Spain). Outstanding

underclassmen, selected partly on the basis of language aptitude and training
0

without regard for academic major or class, were sent abroad to spend approximate-

°

ly nine weeks in one of the three centers living with families and studying

the language, geography, history, literature, and art of the host country, and

several more-weeks traveling independently. All participants were supported

financially by the S.R. Light Trust fund which provided scholarship aid..

Encouraged by the success of the summer program, which continued through

1962, the College arianged its new calendar, t provide as an integral part of

Kalamazoo undergraduate education a period of foreign 'study for as many students

as desire and are qualified for such a program. A. variety of program options

were designed to serve the varied needs and abilities of Kalamazoo students.

Although the different programs make different kinds cof linguistic and other

demands on the students, all have been designed to provide participants with

the opportunity 1) to become acquainted in some depth with a 'culture (usually

including language), a people and an educational system different from their

own, and 2) to .participate in en academic experience which is both toughly.

' comparable in quality to the Work done on campus and,. at. the eame tiMe, enhanCed

by the environment in which it takes place.

In 1961 a new calendar, the so-called Kalamazoo plan-, was inaugurated on

campus. In September, 19624 80 selected- meMbers of the Junior Clasp (o t of

a total of approximately 190) entered the new Foreign Study Program on a pilot

basis. .Students studied in two centers in Germany and France
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America, and in one in West:Africa. In addition, a few individuals were

located in Turkey and in England: -A'oneAuarter pilot group also studied in

MUnster, Germany, during the.spring of 1963. A Successfnl exPerience with

these pildt groups led to further expansion.. Arrangements wete made to .

accommodate during the next fall (1963) all qualified:members of the class

of 1965 who wanted tO partiCipate, and approxiMately 86% of that class did

participate during the academic year 1963-64. Two new centers were openedr

that year and individual students studied in a variety of locations attached

to other recognized foreign study programs. Since then additional new programs

have been Opened and Approximately 85% of each subsequent class has participated

in the program.

Though participation in foreign study is not mandatory, it is regarded

as an integral part of Kalamazoo College undergraduate education and one of

the distinguishing features of the Kalamazoo plan. Foreign study at Kalamazoo

has three features which distinguiSh it from similar programs at other

institutions. 1) The exterii-of Participation of Kalamazoo College graduates.

Since the academic year 1963-64 approximately 85% of each subsequent graduating

class has'participated in the program. 2) The wide variety of program options,

both in regard to location, duration, and place in the students' academic schedule.

In a typical year Kalamazoo students study in programs in some.20-30 individual .

locationg the world over. Options are available for one, two, and three quarter

programs, with a breakdown of approximately 2/3 in two quarter proglams, 30%

in one-quarter programs, and the small remainder in three quarter options.

Students may choose to gO abroad in the fall and wineer or the spring of their

juiliOr year, in the spring quarter of their sophomore year; or:ir%special

cases even during the senior-year, 3) Degree of financial support .The



Kalamazoo College Foreign Study program is endowed, which makes it possible

for financial aid for students to continue during the time the student spends

overseas. In addition, income from the endowment provides financial support

for administrative costs, and gives the program a sound financial basis, all of

which helps to keep down the costs to the participants. It ii obvious that all

of these features are in some ways interlinked; because there are a variety of

options and sound financial support for the program, students find it attractive

and participate in large numbers. Indeed, every survey in the last two decades

has indicated that the attraction of the Foreign Study Program is one of the

main reasons why the students cometo Kalamazoo College.

Kalamazoo College has long subscribed to and supported the notion that one

of fhe goals of studying abroad should be to integrate as fully as possible.the

student both academically and personally to the life of the host country. To

this end Kalamazoo College has attempted, wherever possible, to attach students

to foreign universities and to enrollthem in ongoing courses at these institutions.

Only in those cases t-here linguistic preparation or other considerations beyond

'the control of an American institution have made this iMpossible has Kalamazoo

College set up special programs for its students or placed them in iirograms

that are not integrated into institutions of higher learning abroad. All

,Kalamazoo College programs abroad make use of local personnel. There are no

American program directors, nor dO Kalamazoo College faculty.regularly, accompany

groups a students abroad. All administrative arrangements, including:direct

contacts and supervision of the programs abroad, ate made by the director and

assistant director 4f Foreign Study at Kalamazoo College. This fort of direct

SuperVision requireS'frequent travel on th.0 part.of the program'administrators;

whO make Irom between three to five.trips abroad-a year. Such an administrative'

arrangement is.very cost effectiVe and provides for the'continuity much needed
;

in foreign study programs.



Aparticular prograumatic feature of the Kalamazoo program for over Wo

decades has been the relationship of KalamazoO College With A nUmber of

Amiversities.in Inack Africa. As far as we are able to ascertain, Kalamazoo

College was the first American institution of higher learning to send its-

studentsqor study to African UniversitiesHon aregular basis. At.one time

Or another; Kalamazeo College students have studied at eight different Anglophone

and FrantophoW
CATF:MSILY-Universities. 'In this connection Kalamazoo College has acted as an

agent/college for the Great Lakes Colleges Associationand has regularly

accepted students from theSe institutions, AS well as other institutions

total of 102), for participation in its programs in Africa.

The impact of the Foreign Study Program at. Kalamazoo College Can be seen

. .

in virtually-every aspect of-the curricular and extra-curricular activity at

the institution. The positive effect it h s had upon the institution and ifs

community exceeded even the furthe/st exp ctations of it's originators. Since

a detailed accounl of the results of this program exceed the scope of this

presentation, a few examples will suffice to illustrate some of the prominent

payoffs. The Foreign Study emphasis in Africa has led to the establishment

of an on-campus African Studies Program which in addition to appropriate courses

in 4 variety of areas features a series of lectures, films, and other Africw-

related events on a twice a week basis for the entire ten weeks of the summer

quarter. These events not only attract a loyal following from on-campus, but

also from the community at large. 'The foreign language programs have profited

tremendously from the fact that not oniy do foreign language majomstudy abroad,

but also students from every other discipline, including the natural sciences.

The advanced literature classes, all taught in the foreign language, have size-

able enrollments which also include non-language majors. Foreign language films

and lectures in foreign.languages draw large audiences who are without difficulty



able to: understand the film dialog or the speaker. As a result af the

Foreign Study Program the concentration in international coMmerce, which alsci

requires a high level of competence in at least One language, has been initiated

by the Edonomics Department. Two.foreign:languagehousea, one for Getman and

_one for French, are currently operating. Use of the foreign langnage is mandatory

in all public areas of the houses. he popularity of these among majors and

non-majors alike is so great that there axe currently waiting lists for entrance

into the houses:. The fadulty as a whole has recognized the importance of the

Foreign Study Program by giving its approval to a plan to internationalize the,

on-campns curriculum in every Way possible. To this end one faculty member has

been granted released time from his teaching responsibilities in order to coordinate

-
these-efforts. Last and certainlT,but hat least, the-effect. which the prograt

has had upon the Personal and pxofessional:development;of countlesS.Kalamazoo--

Colleg.m graduates can hardly be overemphasized. :Many Kalamazoo College gaduates

have Made tareer or personal. decisions which are.directly related to the ex-

periences.and/or contacts which they made whlkle studying abroad.

Despite the well known economic problems-facing all of American higher- --,-

education, interest in the.siudy abroad program'at Kalamazoo has- reffeined high.

There has thus far been no decline in the overall participaiion, Some-shifts

in interest.from one area to another are of course inevitable and -rinthia ant '

of the ordinary.' The political situaLon in some developingxountries and program

costs in some areas influence the students'choice from the available options.
'4

If the economic sqUeeze continues, students are likely to prefer a shorter rather

than a longer period abroad.

Attempting tO predict the trends of the future for foreign study programs

is as essential and hazardous as it is for higher education-as a whole. Without

any rank order, I want to attempt to identify' some of the areas that are going

to affect studY abroad in the future.
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1. For want of a better word, I refer to this issue as transfer of

credits. For most Americans to be able to afford studying abroad, it must be

possible for the academic work done while abroad to be 'recognized on the home

camiUs. Because of the decline of enrollments in the U.S. and financial squeeze

which the entire economic situation is exerting upon higher education, institutions

are becoming increasingly reluctant to grant credit to their students for work

done elsewhere. Many institutions have already set a quota limiting the number

of students that may at any one time be away'from campus participating in off-

campus options. Others have instituted financial penalties such as requiring

the payment of on-campus fees while the student is away from the campus in order

to compensate for the student's absence, These and other such policies aimed

at keeping tile student and his money-are bound io reduce the attractiveness of

foreign study for many students.

2. The cost of a year abroad in some locations now exceeds the cost for

a year in a relatively expensive American insitution. The most dramatic example

of this is in the United Kingdom, where the government mandated increases in

tuition, combined with high coSt of living, haVe priced study in the U:K.

out of the market for many Americans. Indeed, almost all British institutions

of higher learning have registered a decline in the number of Americans attend-

ing theii institutions since thd inception of these policies. American programs

have long benefitted from the total lack of or'minimal tuition fees abroad. A

numbei- of countries are currently reassessing this policy and may soon institute

fees for their own students as well as others. Since the cost of living in

a number of these areas tends to be relatively expensive, dramatic increases

in the cost of the academic program would most certainly have a negative effect

on their attractiveness. In Addition, one must not forget that in many areas

inflation has tended to be higher than in the U.S. For the last several years



this hag been compensated for by a very strong dollar, but should the dollar

decline to the levels it had reached several years ago, most foreign study

programs would be obliged to increase their fees dramatitally.

3. Preparation of students. If the object is to integrate the American

student into a foreip univeraity, then the student must meet the general

requirements and possess sufficient fluency in the host country's language to

be able to study at a university. The seemingly continuous decline in level

and proficiehty of foreign languagecompetence in American institutions is bound

to have an affect on the so-called integrated foreign study programs. The

alternatives to integrating the students into a foreign institution are of

course to set up one's own programs, which are not only more costly but alo

raise a number of philosophical and educational questions.

4. For some time there has been the strong conviction that American

institutions need to expand their links with universities in the Third World.

Such arrangements are however expensive and time and energy consuming.from an

administrative standpoint. Moreover, Third World universities are under terrific

pressures from their own nationals for spaces in the universities, further

complicating efforts to place American undergraduates directly in these in-

stitutions. Selection and preparation of students going to these areas must

be undertaken with great care if the students are going to'be able to cope with

the personal and academic demands made upon them after their arrival abroad.

And finally, language preparation here too is an issue, since instruction in

many of these universities is in a language other than English.

5. While in the U.S. most institutions are noting a decline in- the

mmber of students enrolled,.the general tendency overseas is direetlyopposite:

t a time of declining resources, enrollments are ificreasing. This iS likely

to be the case for at least the next decade: Ibis means that increasingly places



in all overseas institutions for Americans are going ta be at a_preminm,

Numerus clausus (limited or closed enrollthent) is already .in effect in a

namber of disciplines in continental univerSities,.a trend that will both_

continue and expand. American programs and American studentb must ba aware

of theSe developments and take them seriously.

Taken together all of the points which I have listed.would seem to

indicate that I feel that the next decade for study abroad programs is likely

to be a difficult one. It does seem to me that the world wide economic situa-

tion and the effects which this has upon education the world over are going

to bring about a general period of holding the line and'retrenchment rather

than rapid expansion. I certainly do not mean to suggest that I believe that

there is no longer a place for study abroad programs or that their importance

for higher education in the U.S. has in any way declined. Indeed, the world
9

political situation cries out for an expansion of these opportunities po that

more of our young people can have the advantages of being exposed to a different

culture, language, pdlitical and educational system. While there may be many

dark spots on the horizon, it is also important to recall the rays of light.

Who would have imagined a feW years ago that we now could send so many atudents

to study in the Peopleh Republic of China? We need to ask ourselves if there

are not other opportunities that.we have overlooked that could and should be

pursued and_developed. While I am basically optimistic about the future and am

firmly convinced that well-managed and imaginative foreign study progra9is will

continue to operate with success, I believe we must ever be sensitive t .the

changes that are occurring both at home and aborad and be foresighted and

imaginative enough to adapt our programs to the currents of the time. This does

not mean that we will dilute the quality or confuse organized tourism with

study abroad. It does mean ehat we will constantly be reassessing what we are



doing to see if it cannot be done better, that we will be alert and open to

new opportunities not yet exploited, and that we will be sensitive to the

educational, political and economic trends in our host countries and at the

institutions which receive our students. With these things in mind, I

believe we can approach the next years,with a certain degree of optimism

and with a plan to meet at the annual convention ten years hence and assess

the developments of the past and project those of the future.

12/82
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